


There are two forms of delay
Extreme delay (non activation)
Moderate delay (call made more than 
30 minutes after the MET call criteria 
have been documented)
Both have major consequences
Both require discussion



• Weakest link in the chain
• Nurses do not reliably monitor vital signs
• When they do, they (and doctors) do not 

understand their significance
• When they do, they (and doctors) still do 

not understand the need to act 
immediately





Medical and nursing activities (monitoring) dictate whether you are 
“sick” almost as much as pathophysiology 

Austin data over 4 years

(Jones D, Goldsmith D, Bellomo R et al. Critical Care 2005; 9: R303-R306)
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Why can’t we make these damn cardiac arrests 
disappear completely??

So much is about vigilance & monitoring

Less monitoring = More cardiac arrests



The “afferent arm” “sleeps on the job”

(no monitoring)

As MET calls go up cardiac arrests go down and vice-versa



Aim: To evaluate the ability of pre-
defined clinical criteria to identify 
patients who subsequently suffer 
major AE (CA, death, ICU admission) 
within 24 hrs
Nested cohort (450 cases and 520 
controls matched for age, sex, 
hospital ward) within multicenter study
7 hospitals not allocated to MET

Resuscitation 2007; 73: 62-72





Patients: all patients with an event over a 
6-month period. Obtain data for 24 hr 
period before the event
Controls: chosen from patients admitted 
to same ward in 4 week period before 
the case event using age and sex 
matching. Obtain data during a random 
24 hour period



Patients: 450
Age: 68; sex: 58.7%
Events: 297 admit to ICU; 

135 arrests; 18 unexpected 
death

Missing data in last 24 hr:
RR: 78; HR 5; BP: 6   

Controls: 520
Age: 68; sex: 57.5%
Events: None

Missing data in last 24 
hr: RR 123; HR: 1;    BP: 6
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Predictive model (one of these)

(GCS change, RR>24, BP<85, HR>140) 

has sensitivity of 71.4% and a specificity 
of 88.8%) (as good as CRP or pro-
calcitonin for sepsis)



Continuous non-invasive monitoring 
for all would be wonderful
However, even good ol’ intermittent 
monitoring (1853 Nightingale style) is 
not bad (If people only used it!)
Using something as simple as vital 
signs, we can identify the majority of 
at risk patients



We do not reliably monitor patients by 
intermittent measurements (lack of 
monitoring)
When we do, there is frequently no call 
for suitably trained and equipped help 
(lack of advice)
When there is a call for such help, it is 
often dangerously late (lack of 
response)
Consequently…people die



Question: could a hospital put a giant 
billboard at its entrance that says this?               
“We guarantee that, for a week, if you have 
major surgery 1. we will monitor your vital 
signs at least once every 8 hours and 
document them, 2. a nurse will see you 
every 8 hours and document that and 3. a 
doctor will see you at least once a day and 
document that”





Let’s find out what happens
Four teaching hospitals (Sydney & 
Melbourne) + One major metropolitan 
hospital
14 major operations (cardiac, GI, 
thoracic, vascular Sx)
Three patients for each operation for 
one week in each hospitals



RR missing in 15.4%
HR missing in 4.2%
BP missing in 5.5%
Sat missing in 6.7%
Nurse notes missing in 5.5%
Only 15% of patients got the “full 
package” each day for the first 3 days



Monitoring is poorly done
Lack of monitoring stops MET activation
No MET activation: adverse events

Next issue:
When the MET criteria are present do 

nurses and doctors activate METs 
immediately? Or are there delays?
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Respiratory distress and low BP
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Low GCS and Tachycardia
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Current ward monitoring and response



Monitoring (even intermittent) is 
important
Like everything else in hospitals (hand 
washing, ACLS, Trauma care) it is highly 
imperfect
We fail by not doing it, not 
understanding it, not calling for help or 
calling for help too late (delay)



MET non activation kills people
Delayed MET activation kills people
We need more studies to understand 
why monitoring is the Cinderella of 
hospital activities
We need more studies to understand the 
anthropology and pathogenesis of 
delayed MET activation
This is a priority area
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